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ABSTRACT 

Spoken term detection (STD) is an extension of text-based 
searching that allows users to type keywords and search 
audio files containing recordings of spoken language. 
Performance is dependent on many external factors such as 
the acoustic channel, the language and the confusability of 
the search term. Unlike text-based searches, the quality of 
the search term plays a significant role in the overall 
perception of the usability of the system. In this paper, we 
present a system that predicts the strength of a search term 
from its spelling that is based on an analysis of spoken term 
detection output from several spoken term detection systems 
that participated in the NIST 2006 STD evaluation. We 
show that approximately 57% of the correlation can be 
explained from the search term, but that a significant 
amount of the confusability is due to other acoustic 
modeling issues. 
 

Index Terms— spoken term detection, voice keyword 
search, information retrieval 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Spoken term detection (STD) systems differ from text 
search engines in one significant manner – the match 
between a keyword and the audio data is approximate and is 
typically based on a likelihood computed from some sort of 
pattern recognition system. The performance of such 
systems depends on many external factors such as the 
acoustic channel, speech rate, accent, language, and the 
confusability of search terms. In this paper, our focus is on 
the latter issue. Our goal is to develop algorithms to predict 
the reliability or strength of a search term using the error 
rate of the system as measure of the performance.  

The accuracy of a search term is a critical issue for 
frequent users of this technology. Unlike text searches, 
sorting through audio data that has been incorrectly matched 
can be a time-consuming and frustrating process. State of 
the art systems based on this technology produce results that 
are not always intuitive – a close acoustic match might not 
necessarily be close in the semantic space. Therefore, the 
goal of this work is provide users some prior knowledge of 
which search terms are likely to be more accurate than 
others. Password strength checkers, which are a similar 
technology, have become very commonplace, and represent 
a functional model for this work. 

An online demo of the system is available at: 
http://www.isip.piconepress.com/projects/ks_prediction/demo/. A 
screenshot is shown in Figure 1. Our general approach has 
been to analyze error patterns produced by existing keyword 
search systems and to develop a predictive model of these 
errors. The basis for this work is the NIST Spoken Term 
Detection (STD) conducted in 2006  [1]. This data is rather 
unique because we have reference transcriptions for the 
utterances as well as keyword search results for three of the 
participants: BBN, IBM and SRI. With such data, we can 
explore machine learning algorithms that attempt to develop 
mappings between features derived from the spelling of a 
keyword and the associated error rate for that keyword. This 
process is summarized in Figure 2. 

 Note that this strength prediction function is not just a 
function of the term’s spelling (and other linguistic 
properties that can be derived solely from the spelling). For 
example, if a term appears in audio data from a noisy 
acoustic channel much different than the conditions of the 
STD evaluation, the error rate associated with that term 
might not be correctly predicted. Acoustic issues are 
difficult to represent with this model. One way of 
overcoming this problem is by marginalizing over all other 
factors, either by imposing similar conditions for the entire 
corpus (which is very difficult) or by using a very diverse 
and large corpus to minimize the average effect of other 
factors. 

In this research, however, we do not have access to the 
STD systems and we are simply given their output data on 
various recognition and keyword search tasks. As a result of 
this limitation, the error rate calculated for each term is not 
completely marginalized over all other factors and 

 
Figure 1. A screenshot of a tool that assesses voice keyword
search term strength and displays a confidence measure. 



effectively contains some noise. Therefore, a secondary goal 
from this work was to see precisely how much of the 
performance can be explained simply from automatically 
generated linguistic information. 

2.  SEARCH TERM STRENGTH PREDICTION 

The goal of a typical STD system  [1] is “to rapidly detect 
the presence of a term in large audio corpus of 
heterogeneous speech material.” STD systems for practical 
reasons typically index the audio data as a preprocessing 
step, allowing users to rapidly search the index files using 
common information retrieval approaches. Indexing can be 
done using speech to text (STT) systems with phonetic 
acoustic models  [2], or simpler engines based on phoneme 
recognition  [3] [2]. The STT approach, which we will focus 
on in this paper, is summarized in Figure 3. 

STD like most detection tasks can be characterized in 
terms of two kinds of errors: false alarms and missed 
detections. The first type of error occurs when the system 
declares an occurrence falsely and the second type occurs 
when the system does not spot an actual occurrence. In 
practice, there is always a trade-off between these two kinds 
of errors and users can tune the system to work according to 
the application requirements. The overall error could be 
defined as a linear combination of these two terms. In this 
paper, we give equal weights to both factors. 

A summary of our approach is given in Figure 2. The 
preprocessing block performs normalization. Post-
processing is an optional block to convert the predicted error 
to a more proper score (i.e. score between 0-100) using a 
deterministic function. A key element of this work is the 
machine learning algorithm. We investigated three 
approaches using standard MATLAB toolboxes  [4]: linear 

regression (regress), a feed-forward neural network (Neural 
Network Toolbox) and regression trees (classregtree).  

A fourth approach based on a k-nearest neighbor 
(KNN) regression was also developed. An intuitive 
approach to estimate the error associated to a new term is to 
look at structurally similar terms that exist in the training 
data and average their associated errors. This is known as 
k-nearest neighbor regression. The only difficulty is to find 
structurally similar terms. We use dynamic programming to 
find the distance between different terms that can be 
calculated based on phonetic transcriptions. In this way, we 
can find phonetically similar terms in the training dataset 
and use them to estimate the error for the new term.  

The first step in the process, feature generation, is 
perhaps the most interesting portion of this work. In order to 
use the above algorithms, features should be extracted from 
the spellings of the keywords. The first step is to convert 
terms into phonetic representations using a combination of 
dictionaries and letter-to-sound rules  [5]. Converting to 
broad phonetic class (BPC) and consonant-vowel-consonant 
(CVC) representations can be done easily using a 
conversion table. Other features such as duration, type of 
initial and final phonemes, number of vowels and 
consonants, ratio of vowels to consonants, number of letters,  
number of syllables and also different N-gram 
representations can be calculated using the basic phonetic 
representation. 

Some features are more subtle to compute. An initial 
hypothesis in this work is that duration plays an important 
role in search term accuracy [1]. Duration can be estimated 
by using a reliable dataset of phonetically-segmented data to 
construct a table for the average duration of all N-grams. By 
converting each term into its N-gram representation we can 
simply compute its average duration using this look-up 
table. Here we have used a simpler approach based on the 
monophone representation. Syllable counts, which are 
correlated with duration, were computed using dictionary 
lookup and syllabification software  [6].  

Each search term was converted to its feature 
representation using the above approaches. These features 
represent the input to the process.  The search term error rate 
was extracted from the NIST 2006 evaluation results. This 
represents the desired output. Our experiments focused on 
predicting error rates from these features. 

3.  EXPERIMENTATION 

Our experiments were implemented using MATLAB. 
Both closed loop and open loop tests were conducted. For 
the closed loop case all data was used for both training and 
testing. For the open loop case, data has been divided into 
two disjoint sets (80% for training 20% for testing). This 
partitioning was created randomly and repeated 100 times. 
The results of these 100 independent experiments were 
averaged to produce our error rate estimates. Mean square 
error (MSE) and correlation (R) were used to measure the 

Figure 2. An overview of our approach to search term strength
prediction that is based on decomposing terms into features. 

 
Figure 3. An overview of a common approach to voice keyword
search that uses an STT system to perform indexing [2]. 
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